
AN EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF CAFFEINE ON HEART

RATE ESSAY

In this experiment, I am going to determine the effect of different concentration of caffeine on the heart rate of Daphnia.
Daphnia is assum.

In general, there are four chief types of roasting methods in the industry, viz. The analysis of variance
indicated that the amount of enzyme present was highly significant. This ensures us that their heart beat is at
its normal pace. Flickering lights in the range 5â€”30 Hz are thought to trigger seizures in sensitive
individuals. Central Idea The central idea of the Informative Speech Caffeine Essay is to discuss the caffeine
consumption by people, and especially the consumption of There were also cases where the heart rate was
taken at a later time as I was unaware that the time limit had been reached. The increase in this neuronal
stimulation is interpreted as an emergency in organisms causing adrenaline to be released therefore heart rate
increases. In this case it is the caffeine content. These results indicate that caffeine elicits a preservation or
elevation in stroke volume. Overall 3 results pupils 1,3 and 5 practically remained the same, whilst the other
three pupils 2,4 and 6 had several increases whilst the drink being in their system. Drink this volume of Bison
and start the stopwatch. However, the rate at which the heart rate increases is not extremely large as I can see
from the graph that the line is not steep. It is likely that this individual was not fully relaxed during the first
round of testing. For example I noted not to add too much of each solution on the microscope as there will be
a loss of surface tension and it will spill. Introduction Caffeine is found in many plant species, where it acts as
a natural pesticide. There was a significant drop between the eighth and ninth test of solution A around  Bison
energy drink ml Plastic cups 5 Permanent marker Using a measuring cylinder, pour 25ml, 50ml, 75ml, ml and
ml of Bison into each of the plastic cups. Daphnia is better than Brine shrimp because brine shrimp is not
transparent meaning heart rate has to be measured by counting leg movement. According to the Collision
Theory, during a eaction, particles collide with each other and react if the geometry of the collision is correct.
The variability in the other contents are at caffeinated coffee and decaffeinated coffee This could perhaps be
the effect of other chemicals in caffeine which Daphnia are responsive to. In order to get more reliable results,
larger amounts of caffeine should have been used, therefore more energy drinks should have been drunk. I
have already carried out the experiment to see the effects on


